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LISTENING TO THE HEART’S YEARNING 

 
There is a disquieting edge to today’s scripture reading from Mark. Jesus 

speaks of his impending suffering and rejection by the religious authorities. “I am 
going to be killed,” he tells his friends. Mark adds an aside for the reader: “He 
said all this quite openly.” In earlier chapters, Mark writes that when Peter had 
identified him as “the Messiah,” Jesus says to tell no one. Among Jews of the 
first century, the hope for a new Messiah was centered on deliverance from 
Imperial Rome’s oppression. The coming of the Messiah meant restoration of 
political and economic power for a downtrodden people. Jesus doesn’t contradict 
the disciples’ expectations…until this moment. Now, the other shoe drops. “The 
type of Messiah I am talking about,” Jesus tells them, “is one who suffers and is 
rejected by the powers that be.” This is such confusing and disturbing news that 
the disciples apparently don’t even hear the part about him rising in three days.  
  

Jesus’ close follower, Peter, is particularly rattled. We can see him pull 
Jesus aside and speak in a harsh, low tone of rebuke. “Knock it off, Jesus. Stop 
the hype. You’re scaring us.” Jesus snaps back at him: “No, YOU back off, Peter. 
You’re as bad as that force I confronted out in the wilderness: that Great 
Deceiver! You’re coming from a limited viewpoint. Your mind is stuck on a limited 
human perspective, not on the things of God.” I wonder if part of what he meant 
was: Peter, you are stuck in your head.  
  
 But then things start to really tumble, as Jesus turns to the assuredly 
stunned crowd who has been watching this dramatic interchange. “All the rest of 
you,” he declares, “if you want to be my followers, you too must be ready to 
suffer. Deny yourself. Take up your cross. If you try to grab on and save your life, 
you are going to lose it.” This is not good news. 
  
 Can’t you just see people start to shift uneasily, glancing with furrowed 
brows at each other? What the heck is Jesus talking about? “For what will it profit 
them to gain the whole world and forfeit their life?”  
  
 “Well, let me tell you, there is a lot I hope to gain in this world,” individuals 
in the crowd may well have been thinking. “Esteem and respect within my 
community, for one thing! A good crop this spring, a healthy donkey, those 
Romans off my back with all their taxes and restrictions, some security for my 
family and my old age. Lose your life to save it? That does not make any sense.”  
How might have we each responded, hearing Jesus’ words first-hand? 



 Cynthia Bourgeault is an Episcopal priest, author and retreat leader in the 
growing field of contemplative Christian spirituality. She writes in her book 
Wisdom Jesus: Transforming Heart and Mind about our modern-day challenges 
in understanding Jesus. “A good part of the difficulties we sometimes run into 
trying to make our Christianity work stem from the fact that right from the start 
people missed how different Jesus’ approach really was.” She continues by 
describing how “underlying all of his teaching is a clarion call to a radical shift in 
consciousness (not just in our actions).” Jesus called people to “repentance,” 
which Bourgeault describes as going way beyond feeling sorry about mistakes 
and confessing wrongdoing. The Greek word for repentance is metanoia - 
meaning meta to go beyond, the noia the mind. Jesus was calling people to a 
change of perception that entails going beyond the rational mind, and engaging a 
transformation of the heart.   

 Our dear, logical brains, as useful as they are for making distinctions 
between things like on or off, fresh or spoiled, legal or illegal, tend to favor 
perceiving in this “either-or” binary mode. This or that, right or wrong, safe or 
unsafe. Jesus had an uncanny way of sensing that if our consciousness stays 
stuck in this kind of operating system, as Bourgeault would call it, we are going to 
have problems in our most important relationships with others and with God.  
And we are not going to be able to comprehend most of what Jesus was talking 
about when he describes God’s extraordinary grace, God’s extravagant 
hospitality and the transformative love that is here to be experienced and shared 
among us. We can’t seem to grasp this interconnected whole of all that is with 
our logical minds. We keep making black-and-white distinctions. As the 13th 
century Sufi mystic poet Rumi wrote: “Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing and 
rightdoing, there is a field. I'll meet you there.” Our rational brain has a hard time 
imagining such a place. Something, or someone, is either right or wrong. And 
consequently, we have a hard time letting go of resentments. Our calls for 
accountability tend to lack compassion. We want our pound of flesh when we 
have been wronged. Win or lose, says the brain. Either they win or I win. Our 
human mind has a hard time conceiving of a win/win.  Or, as Jesus said to Peter, 
“you are setting your mind not on divine things but on human things.” 

 Cynthia Bourgeault continues: “In Jesus everything hangs together around 
a single center of gravity, and (we) need to know what this center is before you 
can sense the subtle but cohesive power of the path he is laying out.” The center 
of this path is what apostle Paul suggests as kenosis, the Greek work meaning 
“to let go” or “to empty oneself.” “Everything he did, he did by self-emptying…he 
emptied himself and descended into human form. And he emptied himself still 
further (‘even unto death on the cross,’ writes Paul)….In whatever life 
circumstance, Jesus always responded with the same motion of self=emptying.” 
Bourgeault observes that this is actually a rather “reckless path and extravagant 
path, which is attained not by storing up (spiritual) energy or concentrating the life 
force, but through throwing it all away – or giving it all away…not through 
acquisition or attainment but through self-emptying…this is the way of kenosis, 



the revolutionary path that Jesus introduced into the consciousness of the West.” 
Join us on Thursday evenings in Lent to explore more of her perspective on 
Jesus’ teachings! 
  
 Cynthia Bourgeault concludes her provocative invitation to this kind of self-
emptying by reminding us of the tale of Babette from a short story by Isak 
Dinesen. I came to this story a number of years ago in the simple and evocative 
movie “Babette’s Feast.” The film is about a dour and solemn religious sect in 
rural Denmark. Babette has been a famous chef in 19th century Paris, but loses 
her livelihood and her loved ones in the city riots of 1871. She shows up on the 
doorstep of two sisters of this Danish religious group, who are striving to continue 
the pastoral leadership of their bitter and divided religious community after their 
father and founder has died. The post brings an unexpected surprise one day: 
Babette has won three million francs in the lottery back in France! Everyone 
expects her to leave town with her windfall, but Babette decides to treat this dour 
religious community to an extravagant dinner of fine French cuisine.  
  
 This is neither a logical nor practical move on Babette’s part. The 
community never eats like this, and they greet her offer with suspicion. But 
attending to a yearning deep within her own heart, Babette sends away for the 
exquisite food, wine and spirits, elegant dinnerware, crystal glassware, linens. 
The dinner preparations are complicated and time-consuming. On the evening of 
the meal, the community arrives wary and nervous, amazed at such 
extravagance, unaccustomed to such sensual delights. But over the evening, 
mellowed by full stomachs and good wine, they let down their guard. They begin 
to talk and banter, they quietly acknowledge old hurts and extend forgiveness. 
They relax into a heart-space of unexpected compassion and openness with one 
another. Somehow, they get to Rumi’s “field beyond wrongdoing and rightdoing.”   
 After the meal, they all expect Babette to return to France as a rich 
woman, and are astounded to hear she has spent, has wasted, all her winnings 
on this one evening. But Babette has “self-emptied”: all the money has been 
spent. And she is surprisingly at peace, and returns to cooking for the two sisters 
in their modest life and simple home. But Babette has reflected back to the whole 
community what God’s extravagant generosity of heart is really like, of what 
human hospitality can make possible. And nothing is quite the same within each 
of them. 
  
 Jesus spoke of losing our life in order to gain it. This is so contrary to our 
world of acquisition, guardedness, protecting our own, and defensive posturing. 
Jesus knew intuitively that we have been created to listen to a deeper yearning 
within our own inner being. He understood that self-emptying love was really 
what each of our hearts desire. He knew that this is what would change us, over 
and over. Such a challenge for us. Such a gift. Thanks be to God. Amen. 
 


